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When will Deng's
dynasty collapse?
by Richard Katz

China is crossing the threshold into the most violent era of political turmoil
since the "ten terrible years" of Mao Tse Tung's Cultural Revolution.
Back in November 1980-as the Carter administration and Kissingerites
in the Reagan camp joined in a chorus of praise for the new China of Deng
Xiaoping-EIR wrote, "the myth will fail ... the reality of China is not a
future of stability and unity but of broad-scale instability and increasing
tension within the leading circles of the Chinese leadership ... The crucial
factor is the economic strategy presently pursued by Deng: at best a short
term boost in living standards, a boost that will soon be undermined by the
failure to improve the basic productivity of the Chinese economy....At that
point Deng's incapacity to actually eliminate the other centers of power in
China ...will assert itself.That point may come sooner than many expect."
Little more than a year later, that point has arrived. Abandoning his
previous careful easing out of opponents, the 77-year-old Deng is now
feverishly trying to purge all opponents.Any person or institution opposing
Deng's pogroms against industry or his "de-Maoization" campaign is a
target. In the first weeks of the purge that began in January, 1,000 top
officials and army officers were ousted.200,000 officials and upwards of2 to
3 million party members (out of 39 million) are on the chopping block.Entire
commissions (super-ministries) devoted to capital construction, energy, ma
chine-building and agriculture will simply be dissolved.The army, a bastion
of anti-Deng factions still committed to China's industrialization, has al
ready had its personnel reduced by 800,000, a full20 percent.
This purge cannot succeed. Should Deng survive long enough to push
the purge as extensively as he plans, China may very well see once again the
tank, jet, and infantry battles that marked the Cultural Revolution. Ten
million people were killed in that power struggle. Rumors that Deng has
already lost and been put on the shelf are premature at the time of this
writing, but this is the most likely ultimate outcome.
If China's political crisis were the result of a simple power struggle, one
might expect China to return to a phase of relative "stability and harmony "
following some factional bloodletting. What makes the current factional
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Deng's adherence to 2/JOO-year-old labor-intensive methods has brought China to economic catastrophe.
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